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NEWSLETTER
10th May 2021

To All In Our Learning Community,
Rejoice
by Baraka
Dear God,
Did you really mean we should be joyful all the time? Even when we go through a tough time. Is it
why you tell us to play all the time too? I could never keep a right attitude unless you helped me to do it.
Since you can do anything I pray that you will help me to always be joyful and to always remember to thank
you for the many ways you’ve blessed me.
Heavenly Father, it’s good to know that everything that happens is part of your plan. I know that
you are good and you always want what’s best for me. Thanks for loving me. I am always thankful for you.
Amen
I continued to be inspired by the insights that children bring to religious dialogue. This dialogue continually
affirms that children are capable of theological thought and expressions of faith that reveal God’s presence to those
with whom they engage, that is; children are a source of revelation. It reminds me also of the search for meaning,
identity and the consideration of the presence of God within my own life and that other also experience this
searching. I was honoured last week to have Baraka share with me a prayer that he had written. This prayer shares
his belief and witness to the presence and guidance of God within his life. It invites the reader to consider this
presence and guidance in their own life. The title of his prayer is ‘Rejoice’. I was struck by the way in which the
prayer captured the reality that life can involve ‘tough times’, doubts, struggles and questions. Theologian, Didier
Pollefeyt highlights the importance of recognising and naming, within our religious learning, that sometimes God’s
presence seems far from us. At times we do struggle. Within these times we can however find God. Baraka reminds
us that finding God can bring joy. Such realisation leads to thankfulness and strengthens belief.
Something else that struck me about Baraka’s prayer was its resemblance to prayers in the Bible that we
refer to as the Psalms. Like the Psalmists, Baraka identifies challenges and a strength in the knowledge that God has
a plan for each of us, a plan that is not pre-determined, but one that evolves through an ongoing relationship
through prayer and thankfulness.
Baraka’s prayer also made me wonder about the disciples on the road to Emmaus that we have been reading
at whole school prayer. They too had ‘tough times’, but their experience of the risen Jesus on the road to Emmaus
and their understanding that God journeys with us brought about great joy.
In what way has Baraka’s prayer been a source revelation for you?
Kind regards

Chris
This Week’s Happenings
Monday 10th May
Mother’s day ~ engagement in learning
Welcome Colleen Monaghan- Mathematics
consultant
Tuesday 11th May
NAPLAN- Literacy (Language Conventions,
Writing)
Professional Learning - Reporting preparation
F /1/2 Zoo Excursion

Wednesday 12th May
NAPLAN – Literacy (Reading)
F /1/2 Zoo Excursion
Professional Learning ~ First Aid
Thursday 13th May
NAPLAN- Numeracy
F /1/2 Zoo Excursion
Friday 14th May
Welcome Deb Sukarna – Writing consultant
Foundation 2022 Tours

Happy Mother’s Day
We hope all Mother’s enjoyed their special day yesterday. It was great to see many of our mums join us
throughout the day today.

Driver Behaviour
It is concerning to see many of our parents ignoring road rules and traffic signage around our school.
The following are illegal and concerning behaviours:
Double parking and exiting children from your car in the middle of the road in Windrock
Avenue;
Parking in and across driveways in Troward Harvey Way and Royal Terrace;
Parking in the school entry to the staff carpark;
U-turns in front of the school crossing;
Sounding your car horn to attract your child’s attend at the end of the day to have them get in
your car illegally parked;
Parking in the bus stop to drop your child at school; and
Parking in no standing areas near the entry to the school in Troward Harvey Way.
The safety of all children is a paramount. Please consider this safety when dropping off and picking up
your child. Hume City by-laws officers will be patrolling around our school in relation to these
concerning behaviours.

2022 Foundation Enrolments
Families are reminded that enrolments are now open for 2022. Please refer to our webpage for further
details. Enrolment Information/Book a Tour

Eucharist ~ Preparation and Celebration
Our Year 4 and Year 5 children are to receive First Eucharist Saturday 19th June, 2021. The celebration
will take place at Our Lady’s Church, Craigieburn. Extend family are welcome to attend these
celebration and will be required to register on the day through a QR code. The allocation of times for the
First Eucharist celebrations are: Year 4 children at 1pm and Year 5 children at 3pm.

NAPLAN
Children in Year 3 and Year 5 will be engaged in NAPLAN testing this week. The NAPLAN testing
will cover the areas of Reading, Writing, Language Conventions and Numeracy. Last week a note
regarding NAPLAN was forwarded to families with children in Year 3 and 5.

School Fees ~ Term 2
Term Two school fee account of $500 will be forwarded to families on Wednesday 12th May 2021 and
are due for payment by Friday 21st May 2021. Please check your child’s bag for the school fees
statement.
School fee payments can be made via credit card, cheque or cash.
A direct debit arrangement can also be made.
The school account payment details are: BSB 083 347 Account 82676 1906; Mother Teresa Catholic
Primary School, NAB.
Please ensure you place your Family name to transaction so we can match your payment!
Our school does rely on school fees for many recurrent costs so prompt payment is appreciated.

Year 7 2022~ Enrolments
A note was forwarded to children in Year 6 last week regarding Secondary School enrolments and
placements for 2022. Please note the details on the letter regarding Government school placements and
return the forms by this Friday May 14th 2021.

Parent Helpers
If you would like to volunteer your time as a parent helper with Foundation-2, the Bridging Centre or
the Leadership Centre, please register your interest with Mrs Leahy via email at

amy.leahy@mothertersa.catholic.edu.au . Please note that you need a current Working With Children
Check (WWCC) to be able to volunteer within the school. To apply for a form or renew your WWCC
please visit the Working With Children Check Victoria website at
https://www.workingwithchildren.vic.gov.au/

Whole School Prayer
With some easing of COVID-19 restrictions, we welcome back families to Whole School Prayer. Whole
School Prayer takes place on Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings at 8:50. In the spirit of COVD19 we ask families to continue to be mindful of social distancing measures.

Parents & Friends News
Mother’s day stall ~ Thank you
Thank you to our Parents and Friends for their organisation of the Mother’s Day Stall. It was great for
our children to have this opportunity once again.

Child Safety
Mother Teresa Catholic Primary School is committed to creating a Child Safe environment where the
safety, wellbeing and participation of all children within our care is paramount.
In the spirit of being a Child Safe school, we encourage all families to talk to their children about their
safety and identifying situations where they may feel unsafe. An important conversation to have at home
is around what to do when they are approached by strangers. There are strategies that you can talk to and
practise with your child. These include;
 S.M.A.R.T. (Safety Always Means Recognising Trouble)
 Yell and Tell
 Making sure your child or children know safe places they can go if they feel unsafe.
 Having a family password that your child can remember. If someone tells your child they have
come to pick them up, the child can test them with the password.
For more information and resources to begin the conversation at home, the following websites may be
helpful;
https://www.safety4kids.com.au/
https://danielmorcombe.com.au/
https://www.healthdirect.gov.au/keeping-your-kids-safe

What’s Happening in the Learning Spaces
“Parents should be educated in the language of schooling, so that the home and school can share the
expectations, and the child does not have to live in two worlds – with little understanding between the
home and the school”. John Hattie, 2009

Foundation - Year 2 Learning Spaces
As inquirers we are finding out about our compelling question, Living Things: Where do they live?
How do they grow? How do we know? As researchers, we are going to the Melbourne Zoo to
engage in the program Wild Lab to find out about the basic needs of living things and how they grow
and change over time. We will focus on being scientists by making observations and recording our
new thinking.
As thinkers, we are staying curious about what we are learning and considering wonderings we would
like to find out about while we are at the Melbourne Zoo. We will document these wonderings and take
them to the Zoo with us so we can find out from a Zoo Keeper.
As members of the Mother Teresa Learning Community we are reflecting on our Agreed Ways of
Living and Learning and how these will be demonstrated while we are at the Melbourne Zoo. We will
consider how we will stay safe, respectful and responsible.

As mathematicians we are finding out about the concept of Location. As thinkers, in foundation we
will begin to identify positional language such as ‘next to, in front of and behind.’ In year one we will
give and follow directions around familiar locations and in year two we will interpret features of a map
by reading a key and identifying symbols. We will all be exposed to a variety of different maps
including the map of the Melbourne Zoo as we plan the direction that we follow throughout the day.
As readers we will continue to be exposed to variety of non-fiction texts. We will have time and
opportunity to engage in shared reading focus groups as we listen and observe what good readers do and
identify text features. In foundation we will continue to identify our sight words in these texts. Many of
us will continue to consolidate onset and rime and apply this strategy to read unknown words. In year
one and two we will locate and interpret information in texts and share our discoveries in different ways.
As writers we will be provided with time and opportunity to engage in Writers Notebook as we find
out new ways to express and make our thinking visible. We will observe our teachers as they model
how to use a writer’s seed. As thinkers we will engage in writing conference groups. As
communicators we will engage in dialogue to identify the good in our writing and develop goals that
we can work on to extend our writing skills.
As people of a faith learning community we are finding out about the prayer ‘Our Father.’ We had
time and opportunity to listen to the prayer and interpret what the words mean. As thinkers, we will
engage in a visualisation to document our interpretation of what the Our Father means to us. As
communicators, we will share our thinking with others.

Year 3 – 4 Learning Spaces
Inquiry teachers want their children to be questioners – to be curious, risk taking, wondering learners
who are thirsty to find out, critique and explore the world. When we provoke, stimulate and sustain
curiosity, students are more naturally inclined to wonder and articulate questions for further
investigation. Kath Murdoch 2015
As we continue to find out ‘How living things are connected?’ we will have time and opportunity as
readers to view a text ‘Biology’ and engage in the possible sentences routine.
Possible sentences is a pre-reading vocabulary strategy that activates students' prior knowledge about
content area, vocabulary and concepts. Before reading, students are provided a short list of vocabulary
words from their reading. Students create, based on their prediction of what the reading will be about, a
meaningful sentence for each vocabulary word or concept. After reading, students check to see if their
"possible sentences" were accurate or need revising.
As thinkers and researchers, we will identify words in the text that are related to our compelling
question – in particular the word ‘connection’. We will be flexible and open minded as we consider
and reflect on our understanding of the word. Using the reflection stem… ‘I have extended my
thinking about… and what makes me say that is…’
As inquirers and as part of sorting out our thinking about our compelling question ‘How living
things are connected?’ we are taking the time to engage in the thinking routine Think Pair Share to
identify and explain our current thinking. As learners we are referring to the split screen approach to
not only consider what we are discovering about living things and how they are connected but how we
can communicate our ideas using materials. Some of us had time and opportunity during the week to
engage with our inquiry consultant Kath Murdoch to dialogue with her our current understanding
related to living things and use a variety of materials to represent and communicate our ideas. During
this process, we shared our thinking and listened respectfully to each other’s ideas gathered from
our visit to La Trobe Wildlife Sanctuary.

I discovered why aquatic invertebrates are important for our water because they clean it. (Angus)

Year 5 – 6 Learning Spaces
If we use Making Thinking Visible practices to actively engage our students with each other, with ideas,
and in action, then students will experience deep learning, be more engaged in their learning, assume
more active roles in their learning, develop as thinkers and learners, and improve in learning outcomes.
Ritchhart & Church 2020

As a part of finding out our thinking about our key understanding ‘living things have structural
features and behavioral adaptations to help them survive in their environment’, we will be reading and
critically thinking about case studies around animals and living things adapting to a new environment
once their old environment has been changed. Throughout our investigation, we will be thinking back
over and making links to our tuning in provocation at the start of our inquiry. As a part of finding out,
we will also be viewing a variety of clips that show our animals or living things and whether they have,
or haven’t, adapted to changes in their environment.

As readers and writers we will continue to build our schema around our current inquiry through a
variety of digital and printed texts. As writers we will be using the exemplar texts to help us when we
are writing our persuasive piece ‘Should animals be kept in captivity?’ We will use the provocation
pictures to help us activate our prior knowledge, make connections and reason with evidence. When
revising our learning, we will use the green arrow cards to make sure the meaning of our persuasive is
clear. We will also use the blue arrow cards to zoom in on a sentence to check if we can add, or take out
words, in order to make our sentence stronger.
Throughout the week, the year 5’s will have the time and opportunity to engage in NAPLAN (National
Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy). We will have the opportunity to engage in language
conventions, reading, writing and mathematical thinking.

Performing Arts

“Music learning combines listening, performing and composing activities. These activities, developed
sequentially, enhance students ’capacity to perceive and understand music. As students ’progress in their study of
Music, they learn to value and appreciate the power of music to transform the heart, soul, mind and spirit of the
individual. In this way students develop an aesthetic appreciation and enjoyment of music”. - Victorian
curriculum

This week the students will continue to engage in practice of the song “Cows in the kitchen” Students
will be introduced to the concept of body percussion. Students will play the rhythm on their laps and
clap to accompany the singing of the song. Students will collaborate to compose a short piece of music
using sound and silence.
Students will continue to practice the song “A Ram Sam Sam” This week we start to learn the untuned
percussion accompaniment. Students will practice the different instrument parts using body percussion

first and then move onto using the instruments. There are three different instrument parts, the
tambourine, the triangle and the hand drum.
This week the students in Year 5 and Year 6 will continue to engage in an inquiry into how they can
safely and respectfully play and learn music as part of a collaborative group. This week the students in
Year 5 and Year 6 will continue to learn about the ukulele. Students will tune in with a video that
explains how we hold the ukulele. Then we will be practicing the C major chord and the song “Jam
Track number 1” This song reinforces the C major chord and how the students can collaborate to make
music together. The students will also be engaging in an exploration of some of the works of composer
and film scorer John Williams. John Williams is responsible for some of the most well-known music
used in film including films such as Star Wars, Jurassic Park, Harry Potter and many more.

Visual Arts
Reflect: I can talk about the process of working and evaluate my process/work.
Students need to be thinking about their processes, decisions, strengths and weaknesses. Knowing
these things will help them learn from their mistakes and use their strengths to their fullest advantage.
When Students become aware of the things they are doing intuitively, they will be able to create
strategies for themselves to overcome challenges in their art practice.
Writing a reflective statement not only allows students the opportunity to describe what they did as they
created their art but more importantly, why they did it. The students can reflect on challenges they faced
and how they overcame these challenges.
Writing down their thoughts allows the students to be aware of their decision making while creating an
art work. It can become a record to remind them about issues they want to explore further and a chance
to reflect on what they have learned during that artistic process.
“I had some difficulty with using water colour because the colours wouldn’t blend and I wasn’t sure
what to do about it. So then I tried to use a different brush and in the end it turned out the way I
wanted it to.” Honor
“I am proud of the way I used colourful drawing materials and textures to make a beautiful art
work. I am also proud of the way I used different blues to make a multi coloured sky.
Something I can do better next time is use different materials like wool, buttons and pipe
cleaners.” Lucas
In my art making I used charcoal and colour slicks because they both make a smooth texture. The
colour slicks give a solid colour and the charcoal creates a soft faded effect.” Abigail
My robots name is Geo.01 POI 3000
It has a blaster arm and a warning signal on its body. It
has legs for walking.
I used the pink box for its head. There is a paper brain in
the box.
My robot has a carbon neutral footprint. Andre

“I am using this black paper for
the sky. It’s reflecting black on
the ground.”

“The Pidgeon and the butterfly
“I am proud of how I got the
are flying in the garden. I like
green part of my tree to stick to
the way I made the food for
the trunk.”
them.”
“My enchanted forest has pink
trees and gold snails. I really like
the paper I chose”.

Japanese Learning
As inquirers students in Foundation, Year 1 and Year 2 will continue to Find Out about words for
animals in Japanese. As thinkers we will engage in being curious about the words of a song called
ぞうさん. The song is about an elephant and its mother. We will especially focus on activating prior
knowledge about familiar vocabulary and using actions to support our understanding of the song.
らいおん raion
lion

きりん kirin
giraffe

さる saru
monkey

ぞう zou
elephant

とら tora
tiger

As learners of a character language we will learn to read the hiragana character そand make
connections with the word ぞう zou (elephant). We will then trace and copy the hiragana character.
As inquirers students in Year 3 and Year 4 will continue to engage in an inquiry about animals in
Japanese. In a previous lesson we engaged in being researchers as we collected data about how many
of each animal our peers like. As thinkers we will now learn how to count people in Japanese and use
this vocabulary to present the data we have collected. In this lesson we will focus on learning the
counter word 人 (nin) and practice counting with it in Japanese。

As inquirers students in Year 5 and Year 6 will continue to engage in an inquiry about animals in
Japanese. As learners we will continue our inquiry about animals we encounter at the zoo. As
thinkers we will build on our prior learning about how to count large animals using the counter
とう in Japanese. We will use this counter to observe how many animals are in animal images and
identify the matching counter word in Japanese. As communicators we will then learn how to
express what we see using a sentence structure in Japanese. For example, 三とういます。Santou imasu

or “There are three large animals”. As thinkers we will reflect on how this will assist us in collecting
and presenting data when we visit the zoo.
一とう
ittou
1 large
animal

二とう
nitou
2 large
animals

三とう
santou
3 large
animals

四とう
yontou
4 large
animals

五とう
gotou
5 large
animals

六とう
rokutou
6 large
animals

七とう
nanatou
7 large
animals

八とう
hattou
8 large
animals

九とう
kyuutou
9 large
animals

十とう
juttou
10 large
animals

Digital Technologies
Some students in Foundation – Year 3 will be continuing to explore how Ozobots can use
codes to switch lanes and move across spaces that they normally couldn’t. They will experiment with
these codes while creating different tracks for their Ozobots.
Some students in Years 3 and 4 will be collaborators and explore the Lego WeDo 2.0 set. Students
collaborated to code their robot and students in Year 3/4 - 4 described what each part of their code
could do:

Jolyan: 1 – The first one makes it move.
Purifier: 2 – Changed the colour of the light
to teal.
Saanvi: 3 – Made it go backwards.
Alessandra: 4 – Made it go forwad.
Dylan: 5 – How long it goes for.

Leah: 1 – Made the light change colour to
white.
Rafael: 2 – Made it go faster.
Angad: 3 – Made it go backwards.
Yousif: 4 – Made it go faster – It didn’t
work because the max speed is 9.
Agarta: 5 – How long it will go.

Some students in Years 5 and 6 will be beginning to explore the Lego Mindstorms set. Students
will collaborate to code the Driving Base Robot, to continue completing learning mission 1 for the
Space Challenge. Last week Rita, Tiffany, Andralyn and Mia from Year 5/6 – 2 shared what their
robot did:

How far did your robot move forward?
Our robot went up to 35 cm up the mat. We discovered that it wasn't only landing on 35 cm, but it was
also landing on 34 cm.
How far did your robot move backward?
Our robot went straight to zero as it went backwards.

Cyber Safety

Term 2 Parent Webinars
There will be opportunities for free webinars in term 2, the topic will be eSafety’s Guide to Parental
Controls. The sessions will be held on the following dates and times ● 8 June 12:30pm - 1:30pm
● 16 June 7:30pm - 8:30pm
To register go to https://register.gotowebinar.com/rt/9188680659348918543
During Term 1 some Year 2 students developed posters about being cybersmart when at school and at
home using Google Docs. Below are some of the posters they made

This week Foundation - Year 2 will be continuing to engage in learning about Posting Appropriate
Information and Photos looking specifically at identifying who we can trust with our personal
information and photos. Year 3 & 4 are looking into Balancing Screen Time with Physical Activity
and are beginning to compare their screen time at home and at school with their active time. Year 5 &
6 have further engaged in learning about What is Cyberbullying focusing on identifying behaviours
that constitute cyberbullying.

Physical Education Learning
In Physical Education classes this week students will be engaging in learning with a major focus on
fundamental movement skills and game concepts and strategies involved in invasion style sports and
tagging and dodging games.

Foundation to Year two students will be practicing their locomotor movement skills, object control
skills and aiming skills through a play based circuit. Students will focus on bowling/rolling, kicking and
throwing both underarm and overarm as they complete tabloid rotations and work together through these
play based learning activities.
Year three and four students will revisit the fundamental movement skill known as the dodge. Students
will play small sided games where they will be required to dodge and avoid obstacles. Students will then
explain their thinking on how they were successful in these types of games.
Year five and six students will continue learning about the game European Handball, the games will be
played modified with smaller teams to allow teams to attack and defend easier with more space to move
freely. Through game play, students will continue to focus on the three key concepts they have learnt in
previous weeks.
A reflection by Jessica Year 5
I enjoyed last week’s lesson of sport because I got to use a lot of the skills I had learnt in sport
like the skill of moving into the open space. I also really enjoyed it because we did it in small
groups so everyone was more likely to have the netball, tennis ball or the bean bag passed to
them. I learnt that you had to stand three feet away from the person who had the ball. I am
proud of the way I moved to the open space to catch the ball away from my opponent and what
makes me say that is that I was able to catch the ball then throw it to someone else on my team. I
also liked how we continued to change the equipment we were using in the game and how the
teacher added a different way for our team to score.

Lunch Time Sports Club
Students are invited to come along and participate in a ‘sports club’ with Mr Insolia at lunch times,
everyone is welcome to come and join in the fun while being physically active. This week we will focus
on Basketball. Everyone is welcome and I'm looking forward to seeing you all there!
The club will run on the following days.
 Foundation - Year 2 students: Monday
 Year 3 - 4 students: Wednesday
 Year 5 - 6 students: Thursday

Sustainability Learning
The importance of environmental education cannot be overstated. It is able to affect daily actions and
habits, the reduction of water consumption, the sorting of waste and even “turning off unnecessary
lights” or wearing warmer clothes so as to use less heating (Laudato Si no. 211).
This week our sustainability leaders responsible for compost will continue engaging in mini workshops
across our learning community, educating our students the importance of worm farms. These
workshops will educate our students about how to use our organic waste, what organics can be fed to
the worms and general up keep and maintenance of our worm farms.
A group of sustainability learners will continue engaging in our biodiversity audit. This audit is an
investigation of habitat and ecosystem featured on your school grounds. As a Sustainable school we
are required to participate with this audit annually. Our learners will look at the various plant and animal
species on our school grounds. This information is recorded and submitted to Sustainability Victoria.
Our sustainability leaders will this week take part in a Sustainable School of the future challenge
from Resource Smart Victoria. The Resource Smart Schools of the Future Challenge provides an
opportunity for a high degree of student engagement, drawing on student voice and vision. Students will

have a lot of fun completing the challenge, while gaining valuable experience in future thinking and
action planning techniques for a better future that will provide us for a better Sustainable future.
As part of our Kids Teaching Kids program our sustainable learners will be given the time and
opportunity to investigate and document facts about Compost. What is compost? The importance of
compost? How does compost benefit our environment?

Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden
Our Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden takes place every Wednesday and Thursday from 11.30am
-2.00pm. Our children take part in harvesting fresh vegetables from our garden and preparing a
delicious meal to be shared. Throughout the year all children will have the opportunity to engage in
our Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden. This week our learners will be engaged in preparing yet
another exciting meal. They will be cooking a delicious pumpkin, silver beet pasta bake and a savory
muffin. Our fresh pumpkin and silver beet are all harvested from our garden.
All recipes and other information about our SAKG can be found our Mother Teresa PS Kitchen Garden
blog which is: mtpskitchengarden.com.au

After School Care at Mother Teresa Primary School
Watch this space throughout the term for regular updates from our Extend
team!
Book online for same day care
Did you know you can book online up until the last minute before the service
starts?
We understand that unexpected events come up in work and life and we aim to help our families when
circumstances change.
Log in on any device and book one minute prior to the session start time to avoid “Walk In” rates.

Enrol and book now: extend.com.au

Term Two Dates
Wednesday 26th May
Monday 31st May
Wednesday 2nd June
Monday 7th June
Monday 14th June
Friday 18th June
Saturday 19th June
Monday 21st June
Wednesday 23rd June
Thursday 24th June
Friday 25th June

First Eucharist Child/ Parent Workshop
Reconciliation Week
Welcome Murrundindi
School Photo Day
Welcome Colleen Monaghan – Mathematics Consultant
Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday
No school
Welcome Colleen Monaghan – Mathematics Consultant
First Eucharist Celebrations
Child/Parent/Teacher Interviews
Children dismissed at 1pm
Welcome Murrundindi
Welcome Murrundindi
Term Two concludes 3.30pm

Monday 12th July
Term Three begins
The following dates are correct at the time of printing. Please read the newsletter each week and note the weekly
happenings.

